
We report on the thin film growth of 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octahydroacridine (OHA) by matrix-

assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE), starting from a frozen solution of 1% OHA

dissolved in methanol and using a Nd:YAG laser emitting at 266 nm wavelength with

fluences in the range 0.1–1 J/cm2. The optical properties were studied by spectroscopic-

ellipsometry (SE), while Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), atomic force

microscopy (AFM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were performed for structure

and surface morphology investigation. Second harmonic generation (SHG) capabilities of

the thin films were investigated by using a tunable Ti:sapphire laser with maximum

emission centred in near infra-red. The peak of emitted photons is located at 388 nm,

therefore half the wavelength of the initial photons (776 nm). The semi logarithmic

dependence of SHG intensity on incident power is almost linear, except the value obtained

at highest power of incident photons. This value indicates a local changing of sample due

to the heating produced by the high-power incident beam.

1. Introduction

Acridine (C13H9N) is a stable, weakly basic compound,

structurally related to anthracene (C14H10) with one of the

central CH groups replaced by nitrogen [1,2]. Pure acridine

was first isolated in 1871 by Carl Gräbe and Heinrich Caro, as

it naturally occurs in coal tar. Its derivatives are a class of

materials with a large area of applications, most of them

known human carcinogens, causing frameshift mutations by

incorporating into the DNA and creating an additional base

on the opposite strand [1–5]. They have been widely used as

antibacterial and antiprotozoal agents, e.g. the acridone

derivatives, synthesized by the Lehmstedt-Tanasescu reaction

[6,7], or other type of drugs [1,3–5]. In the last few years, the

acridine-based compounds drew attention upon their non-

linear optical properties [8–10]. One such compound is

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octahydroacridine (C13H17N) or OHA, a white

crystalline solid that is less toxic compared to acridine

[11,12]. OHA and its derivatives are of great interest as they

play an important role in the preparation of agrichemicals,

alkaloids, dyes, medicines, drugs and other biologically active

compounds with intriguing pharmacological and therapeutic

properties in cancer and Alzheimer’s disease treatments, and

advanced functional materials precursors [1,2,13,14]. Today,

OHA can be easily synthesized by different routes [14–30],

making it an economically attractive candidate for various
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applications due to its excellent price/quality ratio. Among

these applications, non-linear optical (NLO) properties that

may arise from particularities of the OHA molecule (i.e.

influence of conformational asymmetry due to the tricyclic

structure) make it suitable for bulk and thin film second

harmonic generation (SHG) investigations [30,31].

Here, we report on the deposition of OHA thin films by

matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE), starting

from a frozen solution of 1% OHA dissolved in methanol. The

optical properties of the films were studied by spectroscopic-

ellipsometry (SE). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) were employed for structure and surface

morphology investigation. SHG capabilities of OHA thin films

were evidenced by using a femtosecond pulsed laser.

2. Experimental

Direct laser irradiation, e.g. by pulsed laser deposition

(PLD) of organic molecules may induce photo-chemical

decomposition and pyrolysis [32]. The MAPLE technique

uses an absorbing matrix (i.e. the solvent, typically using

concentrations of 1–4%) that acts like a protection for the

molecules [32–34], although some interesting inverse effects

have recently also been pointed out [35]. Furthermore, the

MAPLE technique is also suitable in making multilayered thin

films and/or embedded structures, when no compatible

solvents are available for simpler techniques, such as spin

coating, dropcasting, and dip-coating.

In our MAPLE experiments we used a 1% solution of

laboratory synthesized OHA [24,30], carefully frozen in liquid

nitrogen in a copper target holder [36–39]. The target holder

was kept solid throughout thin film growth procedures. From

our previous experience and based on literature studies [34–

40], the laser fluence was chosen in the range of 0.1–1 J/cm2

(Nd:YAG, “Surelite II” pulsed laser system from Continuum

Company: 266 nm wavelength, 7 ns duration of the pulse,

10 Hz), using a 2 mm² spot. All depositions took place in

vacuum (1�10–4 mbar), with the chamber being continu-

ously pumped by a “Pfeiffer-Balzers 4 TPU 170” turbomole-

cular system (170 l s�1 volume flow rate). The target was

irradiated with 40000 laser pulses, in order to evidence thin

film thickness dependence to its morphology and optical

properties. The substrates, i.e. polished Si wafer (on both

sides), and indium tin oxide (ITO) covered BK7 glass slides,

were kept at room temperature during thin film growth. Prior

to the deposition, the substrates were cleaned by ultrasonic

bath for 15 min, using acetone and isopropanol as cleaning

mediums, and then dried in nitrogen gas flow. The target—

substrate distance was chosen to be 3.5 cm, with the target

rotated during MAPLE.

Thin film morphology and surface roughness were ana-

lyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a “XE-100”

setup produced by Park Systems. These investigations were

made in non-contact mode using a silicon carbide tip (10 nm

radius of curvature). Fourier transform infrared absorption

spectra of the OHA thin films grown by MAPLE on double

side polished Si wafers were compared to the dropcast films.

The measurements have been performed using a Jasco 6300

FTIR machine, in the range 400–4000 cm�1 (resolution:

4 cm�1). Optical measurements were performed by using a

Woolam Vertical Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer

(V-VASE), equipped with a high-pressure Xe discharge lamp

incorporated in an HS-190 monochromator. Spectroscopic-

ellipsometry measurements were performed between 400

and 1000 nm spectral range (step of 2 nm), and fixed angle

of incidence (601). The investigations of SHG capabilities

were made using a setup that includes: a tunable Ti:sapphire

laser with maximum emission centred at 800 nm (Spectra

Physics, 60–100 fs pulse duration, 80 MHz repetition rate,

700 mW output power); an optical system that allows the

variation of beam intensity (made using a half-wave plate

and a Glan–Taylor polarizing prism, that allows to reach

continuous range of 0–400 mW); and a microscope objective

(20� ) that focalizes the laser beam onto the OHA thin film

samples. The intensity of the emitted SHG radiation is

collected through fiber-optic cables and measured by an

iCCD camera spectrograph from ANDOR.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

FTIR absorption measurements have been performed on

the starting material, as a dropcast thin film, in order to get

the corresponding OHA fingerprint. The results were com-

pared to those originating from thin films deposited by

MAPLE, in order to identify the best deposition conditions.

In Fig. 1, two spectra are presented, corresponding to the

starting material (dropcasted), and to the MAPLE grown thin

film, grown at 0.3 J/cm2. One can immediately notice the

resemblance between the OHA dropcasted film vs. the MAPLE

one, pointing out its structural preservation upon laser

processing. The OHA-related vibrations can be grouped as

follows: vibrations originating from the pyridine ring and

vibrations due to aliphatic cycle, respectively [13,14]. The

spectrum consists in the acridine characteristic vibrations,

combined with the vibrations of the simple bonds from the

aliphatic group [41,42]. Specifically, the peaks observed at

approximately 1520 cm�1 and 1599 cm�1 are related to the

ring stretching vibration of the pyridine compound. The bands

positioned at 2911 cm�1 and 2839 cm�1 are related to the

Fig. 1. FTIR absorption spectra of dropcast vs. MAPLE grown OHA thin

films (0.3 J/cm2 laser fluence, 2 mm2 laser spot area, 40 000 pulses), and

the molecular structure of OHA (upper left side inserted image).
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asymmetric and symmetric –CH2– stretching vibrations while

the peaks at 1487 cm�1 and 1296 cm�1 correspond to the

deformation and twisting –CH2– vibrations. The peak at

1377 cm�1 is attributed to –CH2– wagging vibrations. The

C–C skeletal deformation vibration can be identified at

1025 cm�1. Finally, the C¼N and C–N stretching vibrations

can be identified at 1540 cm�1 and 1318 cm�1, respectively.

3.2. Atomic force microscopy

The AFM analysis of the thin films surface revealed

smooth surface, with just a few droplets covering the

structure. Different surface sizes, and areas, were scanned

on the samples; 40�40 μm2 and 10�10 μm2 AFM images

are presented in Fig. 2. AFM investigations are needed in

order to evaluate the uniformity of the surface before

further optical, SE, and SHG investigations.

The MAPLE-grown thin films exhibit roughness typically

around 5 nm, expressed as root mean square (RMS), at a

thickness of 60 nm (determined by SE measurements, as

described in Section 3.3). The roughness evaluation was

made over a series of three samples, on large area scans

(40�40 μm2) with different scanned zones for each sample

[43]. The morphology of the films is directly linked to the

laser—frozen target interaction: droplets and other types of

fragments may be ejected from the frozen target during

MAPLE and collected on the thin film, and/or degradation of

the OHA molecular structure by releasing gas and particu-

lates that influence the thin film growth mechanism due to

the laser induced thermal effects [33–37,44–46]. Since the

films are of low roughness, this makes them suitable for

further optical and SHG investigations.

3.3. Optical and spectroscopic-ellipsometry investigations

The OHA thin film samples grown on silicon substrates

were measured by using the Cauchy–Urbach formalism: app-

roximated with a material with Cauchy dispersion with

Urbach absorption [47]. The optical model used for fitting

the experimental data consisted, in a first approach, of 4

layers: a Si bulk substrate, a native SiO2 layer with thickness

3 nm, OHA and a rough top layer. The rough layer is

composed of OHA and air in 50:50 ratio, using the Bruggeman

effective medium (B-EMA) approximation [47]. The values for

the bulk dielectric functions of Si and SiO2 substrates were

taken from literature [48].

In Fig. 3, the experimental parameters (ψ and Δ) and

modeled curves are presented. The value of the mean squared

error (MSE) is 11.93, and the Cauchy–Urbach parameters are

An¼1.551; Bn¼0.012; Ak¼0.194, Bk¼0.448. Thin film thick-

ness was found to be 41.51 nm with 24.15 nm roughness.

Because of high value of roughness of thin film, the optical

model was reconsidered. In a second step, the OHA thin film

was considered to be inhomogeneous. For this purpose, it was

chosen a specific wavelength from the measured spectrum

(λ¼500 nm) and considered to be thickness graded. In this

case, we determined that the refractive index and extinction

coefficient are variable with thickness. The Cauchy–Urbach

parameters were found to be: An¼1.452; Bn¼0.013;

Ak¼0.175, Bk¼0.523. MSE value is 8.728, at 60.73 nm thick-

ness, and with a 5.31 nm roughness. The value of roughness is

in good agreement with the AFM results. By using the above

parameters to generate the medium of refraction and extinc-

tion coefficients, we obtain n�1.49 and k¼10�2 in the visi-

ble region of the spectrum (600 nm), as presented in

Fig. 4a and b. The transmission of the OHA thin films, grown

on ITO covered BK7 glass substrates, was also investigated

Fig. 2. AFM images on MAPLE grown OHA thin films (0.3 J/cm2 laser

fluence, 2 mm2 laser spot, 31 000 pulses), on ITO-covered glass sub-

strates: 10�10 μm2 (a) and 40�40 μm2 (b).

Fig. 3. The experimental and modeled spectra (ψ and Δ) of MAPLE grown

OHA thin films (0.3 J/cm2 laser fluence, 2 mm2 laser spot, 40 000 pulses),

on Si substrates.
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between 250 and 1000 nm wavelength (UV–vis spectro-

scopy). One can observe that the films are about 50%

absorbent in the range 450–800 nm (Fig. 4c). The refractive

index depends on the thickness of the sample, as presented in

Fig. 5. The highest value of n was obtained at the substrate

interface and it decreases slowly for thicker films. This

behaviour can be explained by the density inhomogeneity of

the thin film: the film seems to have a higher density at the

substrate interface, most probably due to solvent effects from

the MAPLE deposition technique used here [34]. The extinc-

tion coefficient was found to be 10–1–10–2; the optical

absorption is related to the film defects (voids).

3.4. Second harmonic generation

Since mediums with inversion symmetry are forbidden

from generating second harmonic light, surfaces and inter-

faces make interesting subjects for study with SHG. In fact,

second harmonic generation and sum frequency generation

discriminate against signals from the bulk, implicitly label-

ling them as surface specific techniques.

The SHG spectra of OHA thin films under irradiation at

776 nm are presented in Fig. 6a. The peak of emitted photons

is located at 388 nm, therefore half the wavelength of the

initial photons. Also, the half maximum bandwidth (HMBW)

of SHG emission band of about 8 nm is in a good agreement

with the HMBWof incident laser light of 100 fs pulsed length.

The intensity of the emitted radiation with respect to the

power of the incident beam is presented in Fig. 6b. The semi

logarithmic dependence of SHG intensity on incident power is

almost linear, except for the values obtained at the highest

power of the incident photons. This value indicates a local

changing of the sample due to the heating produced by the

high power beam. The slope value of linear fitting is 3868

intensity units/W2. This single value has not any signification,

due to the fact that the entire detection system was not

Fig. 4. The refraction index (a), extinction coefficient (b), and the transmission spectra for OHA thin films, grown on ITO-covered BK7 substrates (c) (thin

film growth conditions: 0.3 J/cm2 laser fluence, 2 mm2 laser spot, 40 000 pulses).

Fig. 5. The refraction index dependence vs. thickness of the OHA

samples, at a chosen wavelength (λ¼500 nm).
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calibrated in power units as the incident beam was. However,

the line slope is proportional to the SH coefficient and is a

good indication of the sample’s SHG behaviour. It is useful to

compare different samples, measured in the same conditions,

in order to select the most appropriate for the desired

application. The presence of the SHG signal is related to the

conformational asymmetry of the OHA molecule [14]. Never-

theless, this makes OHA films to be of low-to-medium cap-

ability for SHG applications.

As a final aspect of our work, we have to take into

consideration that the chemical structure, the crystalline state,

and thus the homogeneity of the sample, all play a very

important part in its SHG capabilities [49]. It is also worth

mentioning that, for the thin films, the thickness, but also the

surface morphology, plays an important role in the SHG

intensity [50–55].

3.5. Octahydroacridine thin films for non-linear optics and

potential applications

Up to this date, no consistent experimental results and/

or numerical investigations, regarding OHA for applications

in nonlinear optics, have been reported in literature. There

is also a gap when searching for studies that are discussing

on applications using such thin films. Common non-linear

optical applications include optical limiting, spectroscopic

and electrochemical sensing, second harmonic generation,

etc. Surface SHG is very useful for monitoring the growth of

monolayers on a surface: as particles adsorb, the SHG signal

is altered. For example, common applications in surface

science are related to the adsorption of small gas molecules.

By using OHA thin films in sensor devices, one can probe

the amount of a certain type of gas molecules attached to

the sensor surface, after specific calibration. As the first

monolayer forms, the intensity will increase to a maximum

until a uniform distribution of particles is obtained. Further

on, as additional particles adsorb and the second monolayer

begins to form, the SHG signal will decrease until it reaches

a minimum at the completion of the second monolayer

[49]. As additional layers form, the SHG response of the

substrate is screened by the adsorbate and eventually, the

SHG signal will level off. In surface spectroscopy, details can

be determined about the electronic structure and band

gaps, since either the fundamental or second harmonic are

resonant with electronic transitions in the surface atoms.

Finally, molecular orientation can be probed by observing

the polarization of the second harmonic signal, generated

from a polarized beam, and this can also be used to monitor

chemical reactions at a surface with picosecond resolution.

4. Conclusion

We present results on thin film growth by MAPLE techni-

que of 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octahydroacridine. Typically, the films

exhibit roughness of �5 nm, as determined by atomic force

microscopy and spectroscopic-ellipsometry. The thin films

reproduce the chemical structure of the starting material,

particularly when grown at low fluences (0.3 J/cm2) as

revealed by the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

measurements. Finally, we discuss on the second harmonic

generation capabilities of the films and show that the peak of

emitted photons is located at 388 nm, therefore half the

wavelength of the initial photons (776 nm) and emphasize

that the signal is related to the conformational asymmetry of

the molecule, but also to surface and interface effects. The

results that we present here, for smooth/compact 1,2,3,

4,5,6,7,8-octahydroacridine thin films grown by matrix-

assisted pulsed laser evaporation, open the path for further

investigations in order to maximize the second harmonic

signal, and to further use in optoelectronic devices particularly

in spectroscopic and/or specific electrochemical sensing.
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